FLEX DF-3
FOOD GRADE DEFOAMER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
FLEX DF-3, a concentrated food grade defoamer, is a liquid silicone
defoamer for use in many applications throughout the food industries where
it is necessary to control excessive amounts of foam. FLEX DF-3 is
designed to be particularly effective on foams in starch and proteinaceous
systems. The use of FLEX DF-3 in foods is permissible in amounts of 100
ppm under 21 CFR 173.340 where food standards permit.
FLEX DF-3 is applicable to all food industries defoaming applications.
USING PROCEDURE
FLEX DF-3 is most effective when used to prevent foam formation; therefore,
it is best to add FLEX DF-3 to the systems before foaming starts. It may be
dispensed manually, mixed and dispersed with water for spray applications
or it may be sprayed undiluted.
For most applications, 50 – 100 ppm of the silicone defoamer is more than
adequate to control foam, dependent upon the amount of soil, starch, or
protein present in the system. 50 ppm of silicone is equivalent to 1/3 ounce
of FLEX DF-3 per 5 gallons of water.
DISPENSING
FLEX DF-3 emulsion is pourable and pumpable with most small constant
metering pumps. It can also be dispensed through gravity drip feeders.
PROPERTIES AND SAFE HANDLING
A Material Safety Data Sheet containing detailed information regarding the
properties and safe handling of Flex DF-3 is available on request and
should be reviewed prior to using this product.
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The technical information and use suggestions herein are presented in good faith and are believed to be reliable. They do not constitute a part of our terms and conditions of
sale unless specifically incorporated in our Order Acknowledgement. Nothing herein shall be deemed to constitute a warranty, expressed or implied, that said information or
data are correct, or that the product described is merchantable or fit for a particular purpose, or that said information, data or product can be used without infringing patents of a
third party. The purchaser must determine individually, by preliminary tests or otherwise, the suitability of this product for the intended purpose.

